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I am honored to take part in this Phd program and I would like to attent more advanced courses such
as structural biology, bioinformatics, genomics and proteomics.
I am on the whole very satisfied with the organization and information regarding the admission to
the 2017-2018 programs.
I am part of the OXYTRAIN programme and I was unaware until I arrived that I was also a part of the
IUSS programme. I did not apply to IUSS, I had never heard of it before arriving. I receive emails
sometimes in English and others in Italian and as a native English speaker, I don't understand any of
the information in Italian. I also had to carry out the laboratory safety work package that was all in
Italian. Obviously I struggled and had to get a lot of assistance from others. The main point I would
like to address is that there needs to be more information in English.
I did my masters here, so I was familiar with the school from first hand.
I didnt know about the change to a 4 year progrmme until I was already enrolled, and I still am not
clear about how the programme works since we have not had a formal meeting to know how many
credits must be attained and how.
I would suggest to give information during the waiting of the final results. it took too much time to
be ready and I understand all the bureaucratic procedure the university has to do, but a single email
giving some information about a possible date would be appreciated.
In general I found all the enrollement procedures clear and in order, unfortunately I didn't receive
any assistance and/or support during my move in Pavia, I suggest to make more it more easy
especially for whom come from abroad.
It would be useful to provide students with a list of the courses that must be attended during the
three years of PhD
IUSS assistance during my enrollment period was very positive
My only problem fo far was that I wasn't on the database of the personell of the University of Pavia,
so I had some issues (that where solved in 5-6 days) for the compilation of the security form. My only
suggestion is to allow the person in charge of the safety at UNIPV access to the IUSS database, or at
least to explain to the new students what to do if they came from a different University and are not
in the UNIPV database.
"No ""welcome meeting"" (to know my colleagues, teaching body and others) has been organized. I
still don't know how many credits I have to gather during my PhD. From the winning of the
scholarship no information about the new PhD year has been given by the school."
Services offered by IUSS are quite satisfactory. Website is easy to consult. So far PhD's work has been
productive.
The application procedure was very user-friendly, the personell very helpful and the first months in
IUSS have been great, therefore I have nothing to add.
The information about faculty and doctoral programs have been clearly described. The staff is
particularly helpful.
"The results of the examination took too long to be announced.
Furthermore, there were no kind of informative seminars, meeting etc. to welcome the new students
to the city and the school."
There is a lack of information on how the Phd program will continue, why? Bc no welcome meeting,
no info if we have to take classes or not. No info about credit recognition application. There is a lot
to be improved regarding this.
There were some issues of waiting time to receive the acceptance confirmation and the documents
for the visa
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